We are now stocking more Mitutoyo brand gage cables than ever before and have reduced our prices on the Mitutoyo products. In many cases we will ship the same day—even on internet orders from our web page.

Mitutoyo America has provided inspection tools and services in the United States for the past 50 years and provides customers with all the competitive advantages that result from application of best practice metrology. Advanced Systems & Designs is an authorized stocking distributor of Mitutoyo gages and SPC connecting cables. Through Mitutoyo America, Advanced Systems & Designs offers a full product line of precision measuring tools, instruments and equipment to help provide a comprehensive metrology solution.

We stock a wide variety of Mitutoyo SPC gage cables and can generally ship to you in 24 hours. These Mitutoyo SPC gage cables will connect your gage to our GageMux USB, or any other Mitutoyo Digimatic compatible system. Cables lengths of one or two meters are available.

Also take a look at our offering of Mitutoyo U-Wave wireless products. The Mitutoyo U-Wave system is a popular choice for manufacturing companies looking to implement a simple and cost effective wireless solution on the plant floor. By using the Advanced Systems & Designs SmartCable wireless gage adapters, you can also interface other brands and types of gages to the U-WAVE system.

Advanced Systems and Designs is the leading supplier of data collection hardware; including single and multiple input interfaces, Digimatic output gage cables for all manufacturers or RS232 devices, along with all of the accessories you need to build your system. Whether you require data from single or multiple sources, wired or wireless, Advanced Systems and Designs will integrate your hardware and software into a seamless SPC solution.

Contact us at info@spcanywhere.com for more information.